
By Peter Downs

Business is booming for the new trim

industry, powered by the growing pop-

ularity of water managed exterior insu-

lation and finish systems and architec-

tural curves.

Unlike traditional wood trim and its

plaster and plastic replicas, new trim

often consists of finishing products that

disappear into the wall. “We eliminate

the need for trim,” said Joseph Koenig

Jr., president of Trim-Tex, Lincol-

nwood, Ill.

The attractiveness of new trim is its ver-

satility. It is cheap and easy to make

new shapes and designs, and just as easy

to use existing shapes in new ways.

“It is absolutely affordable to customize

for individual projects,” and architects

do just that, said Band Falbaum, presi-

dent of Gordon, Inc., Bossier City, La.

“We regularly build new dies because

we constantly are being asked by archi-

tects and contractors to develop a shape

we don’t have in inventory.” That is

how Gordon’s inventory grew to more

than 400 shapes, he said.

The different ways of using existing
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products are almost limitless, said

Koenig, who refers to the design possibil-

ities allowed by new trim as “drywall art.”

TRIM HAS EVOLVED

New trim really attracted attention as a

design element only about 15 years

ago, when architects embraced the con-

cept of reveals, Falbaum said. Yet the

concepts of how to use trim are very

old. The new trim business “is a con-

temporary version of colonial trim

application,” he said.

Gordon makes extruded aluminum

trim for commercial drywall and plas-

ter applications. Its Final Form I trims

are for drywall applications. The Final

Form II line is for use with plaster and

EIFS.

The latter is based on the idea of giving

more eye appeal to something func-

tional. Since there is a need for expan-

sion joints in plaster and stucco system

to control shrinkage and cracking, “we

said “let’s make architectural features

out of them,“’ Falbaum said.

Final Forms I trims are purely decora-

tive. They are tools for “jazzing up dry-

wall so you don’t have a bland, wide

expanse,” he said. They’ve become more

popular in the last 10 years, particularly

as curves have become more popular.

“We pre-curve a lot of our trim for bar-

rel vaults, curved walls and curves on

walls,” he said.

IT'S EASIER NOW

That is another key to new trims pop-

ularity. Manufacturers can curve and

preassemble products in their factories

to save contractors time and trouble+

and factory labor is less expensive and

more efficient than field labor.

Since it is so inexpensive to design new

shapes and profiles, an architect is free

to design a signature profile that only

he uses, or different shapes for each

building he or she designs.

“We might make a couple of thousand

feet of a style for one building, and never

make that trim again,” Falbaum said.

Falbaum said Gordon’s market for alu-

minum trim is maturing, but manufac-
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turers and distributors of plastic trim

said demand for their products still is

swelling.

Plastics definitely are the stronger grow-

ing part of the new trim market, said
Glenn Markus, whose company Allsteel

& Gypsum Products, Inc. resells both

metal and plastic trim. Plastic and alu-
minum are about the same price, he

said, but “you can work with plastic a lot

easier, and if you use plastic on a build-

ing exterior, you don’t have rusting prob-

lems.” On interiors, plastic finishing

goods are more pliable than aluminum,

so archways are easier to do, he said.

EIFS IS THE TARGET

Companies such as Plastic Compo- In late October, the company got a

nents, Inc., Vinyl Corp. and Fry Reglet
Corp. are targeting the EIFS market.

“Our products are designed to solve a

problem,” said John Larson, national

sales manager for Plastic Components,

Miami.

Plastic Components makes a positive

flow drainage track for use with EIFS

to move water down and out the front

of the wall, and it has a new window

pan that lets moisture out.

Vinyl Corp., also located in Miami, has

a full line of interior drywall and exteri-

or products, but new product develop-

ment focuses on EIFS and stucco.

patent for a stucco-associated product

group called “Archmaker” that “allows

casing beads and corner beads to be

curved in tight with a minimum of

undulation,” said Gabriel Bifano, the

company’s executive vice president and

chief operating officer.

Vinyl Corp. makes starter casing for

EIFS with weep holes to allow water

out at the bottom of the wall. Bifano

expects the company to get three new

patents on water-managed systems

components for EIFS within the next

six months.

All of the products offered by Vinyl

Corp. are lead-free and have a Class A

fire rating.
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Trim, continued from page 38

Fry Reglet, Alhambra, Calif, has a new

soffit vent, called “CleanFinish,” which

is designed to cover imperfections in

the exterior finish. Contractors install

the CleanFinish soffit vent after the

EIFS. The flanges of the vent cover the

terminations of the EIFS so the con-

tractor does not have to do any mask-

ing or cleanup.

Fry Reglet also has a new line of veneer

plaster moldings for expansion joints

and reveals in veneer plaster applications.

THE RESIDENTIAL
MARKET

One of the leading makers of interior

plastic trim for residential use is Trim-

Tex. Though it is 27 years old, the com-

pany has seen phenomenal growth in

the last five years. Koenig pegs the com-

pany’s growth to the surge in the popu-

larity of bullnose corners.

“Five years ago we comped our bull-

nose corner bead into a model home in

Wisconsin, and the developer ended up

selling as many of that model home as

he did his other four models com-

bined,” he said.

Koenig called his product “drywall

accessories that eliminate the need for

trim,” because the accessories disappear

under drywall mud. Finished drywall

without wood casing used to be limited

to the Southwest, but now it is popular

across the United States.

“People love it. It is clean and elegant

looking,” Koenig said. So popular has it

become that 30 percent of Trim-Tex's

production of interior trim consists of

bullnose corner beads.

Trim-Tex has more than 80 different

shapes, including bull-rail, reveals, Super

and Giant L-bead for window casing

and archway caps for arched doors. The

latest entry is a chamfer bead.

With chamfer bead “you get two sharp

lines on every corner,” Koenig said. “If

you are tired of square corners but bull-

nose doesn’t excite you, then chamfer

bead may be exactly what you are look-

ing for.”

DETAILS, DETAILS

Drywall detailing is growing in popu-

larity and not just in higher end homes,

said Koenig, because vinyl drywall trim

makes it inexpensive to do layered wall,

stepdowns and vaulted ceilings. “You

can do tons of stuff,” he said.

Pla-Cor, Inc. invented and patented

plastic corner beads a decade ago. Pla-

Cor President Derrell Weldy invented

bullnose bead, archway caps and corner

caps, and licenses the technology’ to

several other companies.

Today he still is experimenting with

new designs. The latest is a one-half

inch radius bullnose corner bead, which

is significantly smaller than the industry

standard three-quarter inch bullnose.

Pla-Cor is developing the new bullnose

jointly with Beadex, he said.

Beadex, located in Auburn, Wash.,

makes a paper-faced metal trim that is
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a high-end alternative to bare metal

and plastic.

Most corner trim gets fastened to the

framing. When framing dries and

twists, however, it cracks the edges

around the corner trim. That is the

source of 85 percent of customer com-

plaints, said Wayne Wood, vice presi-

dent of sales at Beadex, and it is very

expensive to fix.

Beadex corner beads are taped to dry-

wall instead of fastened to framing, so

they are impervious to the internal

movements of the framing. Beadex is so

sure its product solves the edge-crack-

ing problem that it now offers a life-

time warranty against cracks.

Though Beadex began business in

1947, it has seen explosive growth in

the last five years, ever since it began
making Sheetrock brand trims for

United States Gypsum Company,

Chicago.

The latest innovation concerns applica-

tion techniques rather than trim, said

Wood. A hopper box greatly increases

the speed of installing Beadex trim. A

contractor puts joint compound into

the hopper. As he feeds the metal

through the box, it automatically

applies the joint compound to the

inside edge so that he can put the trim

on the wall very quickly.

Beadex does not make archway caps.

Instead, it works in conjunction with

Pla-Car, which matches Beadex’s pro-

files so contractors can use Beadex cor-

ner beads together with Pla-Cor arch-

way caps.

With all the options in trim available

today, there is no reason to have a bor-

ing wall.

About the Author
Peter Downs is a free-lance journalist

covering the construction industry.
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